2015 Campus Climate Survey: Graduate Students:
h1: What do you think is working well at NC State to support diversity on campus?
Open-End Comments (Topic: Tragedies Relating to Diversity)
h1
Push towards ensuring diversity is maintained, cracking down on harmful activities, and increasing vigilance about intolerant speech/actions.
Emails from Chancellor and acts of the community addressing the senseless deaths of the three student sin Chapel Hill were really respectable
The vigil after the shootings was a nice act. Maybe holding more when big unfortunate events do occur in our home countries or to our brothers in faith.
Say... the mess going on in Venezuela, the killings in Kenya
I don't pay attention to the diversity or the lack there of. I am interested in Architecture, not the diversity of my classmates, staff, or my professors. I
can appreciate the vigil that was done in respect of the Muslim students who were killed. But that is the only event that stands out in my mind as support
the University has done.
Engineering is a tough field for women/diversity, but has a lot of potential because of so many international students and worldwide collaborations. NCSU
has had a more welcoming climate than my brief experience in industry. I was very impressed by NCSU's swift and emotional response to the murders
of the three muslim students/alumni. / /
The curriculum of my program (in CHASS) does a good job of incorporating diversity into course materials and discussions. I am also happy with the
University Graduate Student Association, which has many international students as active members and in some leadership roles. I was very glad that
the administration so clearly supported the candlelight vigil for the three Muslim students who were murdered.
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Race
Asian
Hispanic/Latino
Hispanic/Latino

Gender
Male
Female
Female

White Female

White Female

White Female

